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INTRODUCTION  

1. The Equal Education Law Centre (“EELC”) is a registered law clinic. Its staff of social 

justice lawyers specialize in education law and policy, through conducting legal 

research and advocacy, community lawyering and public interest litigation. The EELC’s 

overriding goal is to use the law to ensure the realization of every learner’s right to 

equitable, safe and quality basic education regardless of the learner’s circumstances.  

 

COMMENTS 

2. The EELC welcomes the proposal to amend Section 6(1) of the Constitution to include 

South African sign language as one of the official languages as the amendment will 

affirm equal rights for all South Africans including Deaf and hearing-impaired learners.  

 

3. The proposed amendment is long overdue since the South African Schools Act,1 

already provides that South African Sign Language has the status of an official 

language for purposes of learning at a public school.  The importance of being taught 

in your home language is a crucial component of the right to a basic education. As 

such, the proposed amendment is a critical step not only towards the realisation of 

the right to basic education for Deaf hearing-impaired learners but also for the 

continued right to live in a society which equally promotes South African sign language 

as an official language. 

 

4. The recognition of South African Sign Language as the twelfth official language of the 

Republic will give effect to the right to equality as stipulated under section 9 of the 

Constitution. 

 

5. For the purposes of consistency, we would recommend that sub section 5 (a) (iii) be 

amended to read South African sign language.   

 

    

 
1 See Section 6 (4) of the South African Schools Act, 84 of 1996. 


